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�e invention of the mat� was, in common with moﬆ others, one born out of necessity. �ere had for centuries been a need for a portable means of creating fire, qui�ly
and easily. Societal �anges in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, su� as greater
mobility and the extension of tobacco usage, made the need for a convenient ignition
me�anism all the more pressing. A�er the invention of a mat� produ� that was capable of commercial exploitation, during the firﬆ half of the nineteenth century, it took
only twenty years for the mat� to rea� a ﬆage of produ� development that would
remain pra�ically un�anged throughout its life. �e manufa�uring process that was
developed soon a�er the invention of the mat� has also remained mu� the same, although with considerable advances in me�anisation.

Despite its Briti� birthplace, it was Sweden that
became the dominant force in the mat� induﬆry,
and this is ﬆill the case today. Sweden had abundant supplies of the necessary raw materials and,
it seems, had at the time the necessary colle�ion
of entrepreneurs and inventive engineers.
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�e invention of the mat� was, in common with moﬆ others, one born out of necessity.
�ere had for centuries been a need for a portable means of creating fire, qui�ly and easily. Societal �anges in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, su� as greater mobility
and the extension of tobacco usage, made the need for a convenient ignition me�anism all
the more pressing. A�er the invention of a mat� produ� that was capable of commercial
exploitation, during the firﬆ half of the nineteenth century, it took only twenty years for the
mat� to rea� a ﬆage of produ� development that would remain pra�ically un�anged
throughout its life. �e manufa�uring process that was developed soon a�er the invention
of the mat� has also remained mu� the same, although with considerable advances in
me�anisation.

Despite its Briti� birthplace, it was Sweden that
became the dominant force in the mat� induﬆry,
and this is ﬆill the case today. Sweden had abundant supplies of the necessary raw materials and,
it seems, had at the time the necessary colle�ion of
entrepreneurs and inventive engineers.
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�e invention of the mat� was, in common with moﬆ others, one born out of necessity. �ere had for centuries been a need for a portable means of creating fire, qui�ly
and easily. Societal �anges in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, su� as greater
mobility and the extension of tobacco usage, made the need for a convenient ignition
me�anism all the more pressing. A�er the invention of a mat� produ� that was
capable of commercial exploitation, during the firﬆ half of the nineteenth century, it
took only twenty years for the mat� to rea� a ﬆage of produ� development that
would remain pra�ically un�anged throughout its life. �e manufa�uring process
that was developed soon a�er the invention of the mat� has also remained mu� the
same, although with considerable advances in me�anisation.

Despite its Briti� birthplace, it was Sweden
that became the dominant force in the mat�
induﬆry, and this is ﬆill the case today. Sweden
had abundant supplies of the necessary raw materials and, it seems, had at the time the necessary colle�ion of entrepreneurs and inventive
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�e invention of the mat� was, in common with moﬆ others, one born out of necessity.
�ere had for centuries been a need for a portable means of creating fire, qui�ly and easily. Societal �anges in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, su� as greater mobility
and the extension of tobacco usage, made the need for a convenient ignition me�anism
all the more pressing. A�er the invention of a mat� produ� that was capable of commercial exploitation, during the firﬆ half of the nineteenth century, it took only twenty
years for the mat� to rea� a ﬆage of produ� development that would remain pra�ically un�anged throughout its life. �e manufa�uring process that was developed soon
a�er the invention of the mat� has also remained mu� the same, although with considerable advances in me�anisation.

Despite its Briti� birthplace, it was Sweden that
became the dominant force in the mat� induﬆry,
and this is ﬆill the case today. Sweden had abundant supplies of the necessary raw materials and,
it seems, had at the time the necessary colle�ion of
entrepreneurs and inventive engineers.
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�e invention of the mat� was, in common with moﬆ others, one born out of
necessity. �ere had for centuries been a need for a portable means of creating fire,
qui�ly and easily. Societal �anges in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
su� as greater mobility and the extension of tobacco usage, made the need for a
convenient ignition me�anism all the more pressing. A�er the invention of a mat�
produ� that was capable of commercial exploitation, during the firﬆ half of the
nineteenth century, it took only twenty years for the mat� to rea� a ﬆage of produ� development that would remain pra�ically un�anged throughout its life. �e
manufa�uring process that was developed soon a�er the invention of the mat� has
also remained mu� the same, although with considerable advances in me�anisation.

Despite its Briti� birthplace, it was Sweden
that became the dominant force in the mat�
induﬆry, and this is ﬆill the case today. Sweden
had abundant supplies of the necessary raw materials and, it seems, had at the time the neces-
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�e invention of the mat� was, in common with moﬆ others, one born out of necessity. �ere had for centuries been a need for a portable means of creating fire, qui�ly
and easily. Societal �anges in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, su� as greater
mobility and the extension of tobacco usage, made the need for a convenient ignition
me�anism all the more pressing. A�er the invention of a mat� produ� that was capable of commercial exploitation, during the firﬆ half of the nineteenth century, it took
only twenty years for the mat� to rea� a ﬆage of produ� development that would
remain pra�ically un�anged throughout its life. �e manufa�uring process that was
developed soon a�er the invention of the mat� has also remained mu� the same, although with considerable advances in me�anisation.

Despite its Briti� birthplace, it was Sweden that
became the dominant force in the mat� induﬆry,
and this is ﬆill the case today. Sweden had abundant supplies of the necessary raw materials and,
it seems, had at the time the necessary colle�ion
of entrepreneurs and inventive engineers.
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�e invention of the mat� was, in common with moﬆ others, one born out
of necessity. �ere had for centuries been a need for a portable means of
creating fire, qui�ly and easily. Societal �anges in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, su� as greater mobility and the extension of tobacco usage,
made the need for a convenient ignition me�anism all the more pressing. After the invention of a mat� produ� that was capable of commercial exploitation, during the firﬆ half of the nineteenth century, it took only twenty years
for the mat� to rea� a ﬆage of produ� development that would remain
pra�ically un�anged throughout its life. �e manufa�uring process that
was developed soon a�er the invention of the mat� has also remained mu�
the same, although with considerable advances in me�anisation.

Despite its Briti� birthplace, it was Sweden that became the dominant force in the
mat� induﬆry, and this is ﬆill the case today. Sweden had abundant supplies of the
necessary raw materials and, it seems, had
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�e invention of the mat� was, in common with moﬆ others, one born out of
necessity. �ere had for centuries been a need for a portable means of creating
fire, qui�ly and easily. Societal �anges in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, su� as greater mobility and the extension of tobacco usage, made the need
for a convenient ignition me�anism all the more pressing. A�er the invention
of a mat� produ� that was capable of commercial exploitation, during the
firﬆ half of the nineteenth century, it took only twenty years for the mat� to
rea� a ﬆage of produ� development that would remain pra�ically un�anged
throughout its life. �e manufa�uring process that was developed soon a�er
the invention of the mat� has also remained mu� the same, although with considerable advances in me�anisation.

Despite its Briti� birthplace, it was Sweden
that became the dominant force in the mat�
induﬆry, and this is ﬆill the case today. Sweden had abundant supplies of the necessary
raw materials and, it seems, had at the time
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